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Decorating an anisotropic Au13 core with dendron thiolates: 
enhancement of optical absorption and photoluminescence
Tsubasa Omoda,a Shinjiro Takano,a Shinya Masudaa and Tatsuya Tsukuda*a,b

We successfully introduced up to 12 poly(benzyl ether)dendron-
thiols of the second generation (D2SH) into the Au13 core of 
[Au23(ScC6H11)16]– while retaining the geometric structure. The 
decoration with D2SH enhanced the optical absorbance in the >2.5 
eV region and the quantum yield of photoluminescence at 1.6 eV 
by 15 times.

Dendrons, which are composed of branching layers, each 
known as a ‘generation’ (G), with a functional group at the focal 
point, have been used for encapsulating metal nanoparticles 
(NPs).1,2 The diameters of the metal NPs have been controlled 
as a function of G and it was found that the NPs became highly 
monodisperse at a certain G due to the packing of the wedge-
like shaped dendrons.3,4 The assembling nature of the NPs was 
also found to be dependent on G, and one-dimensional 
assembly has been reported.5,6 An exposed surface could be 
designed on the NPs for catalysis by taking advantage of the 
steric repulsion between adjacent dendrons.7 These examples 
demonstrate that the dendrons are attractive surfactants for 
metal NPs.

Thus, small gold clusters (<2 nm) modified with dendrons 
Aun(Den)m may provide an interesting class of nanomaterials 
exhibiting novel size-specific properties. Their synthesis 
requires precise chemical compositions, because their 
physicochemical properties change drastically even by a 
difference in a single atom.8,9 In addition, the geometric 
structures should be determined by single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction (SCXRD) to understand the origin of the novel 
properties.10 However, their crystallization is a huge challenge 
due to the structural fluxionality of the branching layers. One 
method for overcoming this inherent problem is to introduce 
the dendrons to a preformed ligand (L)-protected Au cluster 
Aun(L)m whose structure has been solved by SCXRD. The core 
motif can be monitored by optical absorption spectroscopy 

since the spectra for these small Au clusters are well structured 
and can be used as fingerprints.11 Although the ligand exchange 
method has been applied for the synthesis of various monolayer 
protected Au clusters,12-14 systematic synthesis of dendron-
modified Au clusters has not yet been conducted, to our 
knowledge.

This study aimed to introduce dendrons to a well-defined Au 
cluster to tune their properties. The platform we chose was 
[Au23(SCy)16]– (CySH = cyclohexanethiol), having an anisotropic 
Au13 core with a face-centered cubic (FCC)-like motif (Fig. 1).15 
This anisotropic Au13 core is structurally frustrated by bulky and 
rigid CyS ligands with a secondary α-carbon (Scheme 1) and thus 
may undergo isomerization and/or reactions if the steric 
hindrance of the ligand layer around the Au13 core is released 
upon the introduction of dendrons. The photoluminescence 
quantum yield (PL QY) of [Au23(SCy)16]– (0.4% in CH2Cl2 
solution)16 may be enhanced if the core is rigidified through 
noncovalent interaction between the dendrons introduced. We 
used Fréchet-type dendron thiols of the first and second 
generation (D1SH and D2SH, Scheme 1).17,18 The number of 
DnSH (n = 1, 2) introduced into [Au23(SCy)16]– was monitored by 
mass spectrometry. The core structure was examined by Au L3-
edge X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy. The 
optical and photophysical properties were studied as a function 
of the number and generation of DnSH ligands.

Fig. 1. Crystal structure (left) and anatomy representation (right) of [Au23(SCy)16]–. Only 
one Cy group is shown for clarity. Color codes: yellow (Au); green and dark green (S).

Scheme 1. Structures of CySH, D1SH, and D2SH.
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Ligand-exchange reactions were conducted by adding DnSH 
to [Au23(SCy)16](TOA) (TOA+ = tetra-n-octylammonium cation) in 
CH2Cl2 at a molar ratio (MR) of 5, 20, 50, and 100 for n = 1 and 
MR = 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 for n = 2. After the mixture was 
stirred for 6 h at 298 K, the molecular formulas of the products 
were determined by electrospray ionization (ESI) mass 
spectrometry. The ESI mass spectra of the products exhibited a 
series of mass peaks assignable to [Au23(SCy)16–k(SD1)k]– (Fig. 2a) 
and [Au23(SCy)16–k(SD2)k]– (Fig. 2b) with k = 1–16. The average 
number of DnS (n = 1, 2) introduced (x) was calculated as:

𝑥 =
∑16

𝑘 = 0𝑘𝐼𝑘

∑16
𝑘 = 0𝐼𝑘

#

where Ik is the intensity of the mass peaks of [Au23(SCy)16–

k(SDn)k]–. The x values thus estimated are shown in Fig. 2a and 
2b. Hereafter, the chemical composition of the products is 
described as [Au23(SCy)16–x(SDn)x]–. Fig. 2c plots the x values as 
a function of the MR of DnSH (n = 1, 2). The x values for both n 
= 1 and 2 increased similarly to the increase in the MR and 
reached a plateau of 10–12 (Fig. 2c). It was reported previously 
that 13 CyS of [Au23(SCy)16]– could be replaced with 4-tert-
butylbenzenethiol at 353 K.19 These results imply that the 
maximum number of CyS replaceable in [Au23(SCy)16]– is not 
dependent on the structures of the incoming thiols. Previous 
experimental and theoretical studies on the ligand exchange of 
MAu24(SR)18 (M = Pd, Au) proposed that the RS ligands directly 
anchored on the Au core were preferentially replaced.20-22 Since 
the maximal numbers of DnS introduced (10–12) were 
comparable to the number of anchoring CyS ligands (12) in 
[Au23(SCy)16]– (colored in dark green in Fig. 1), it is concluded 
that the CyS ligands directly bonded to the Au13 core of 
[Au23(SCy)16]– are preferentially replaced with DnSH regardless 
of their generation.

Fig. 2. ESI mass spectra of ligand-exchange products [Au23(SCy)16–k(SDn)k]– as a 
function of the molar ratio (MR) of DnSH with respect to [Au23(SCy)16]–: n = (a) 1 
and (b) 2. The average numbers of DnS introduced (x) are shown. (c) Plots of the x 
values as a function of the MR for n =1 and 2. 

Electronic and geometric structures of the Au13 cores of 
[Au23(SCy)16–x(SDn)x]– (n = 1, 2) were monitored by optical 

spectroscopy. Fig. 3 shows the UV-visible (UV-vis) absorption 
spectra of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SDn)x]– together with those of DnSH (n 
= 1, 2). The humps at 4.4 eV observed in the spectra of 
[Au23(SCy)16–x(SDn)x]– are assigned to the local excitation of the 
DnS ligands. In Fig. 3a, a new peak appeared at 1.5 eV for 
[Au23(SCy)4.3(SD1)11.7]– with x ≥ 8.8, suggesting the concurrent 
formation of Au clusters with a different size and/or structure 
by the introduction of D1SH at MR ≥ 20. Our preliminary gel 
permeation chromatography and ESI mass analysis (Figs. S2 and 
S3) of the sample containing [Au23(SCy)4.3(SD1)11.7]– suggest that 
the peak at 1.5 eV in Fig. 3a is assigned to large Aun clusters (n 
= 41–46) protected by mixed ligands. These results indicate that 
the introduction of D1SH into [Au23(SCy)16]– induced the fusion 
into larger Au clusters. On the other hand, the spectral profiles 
of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]–, especially in the onset region (<2.5 eV), 
are nearly identical to that of [Au23(SCy)16]– (Fig. 3b). This result 
indicates that the Au13 core in [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]– retained 
the original geometry since this onset band is assigned to the 
HOMO–LUMO transition of the core.15 In contrast, the 
absorbance in the high energy region of >2.5 eV is gradually 
enhanced with x. This enhancement is ascribed to the 
involvement of charge transfer transitions between the Au13 
core and D2S ligand layers bearing a large number of the phenyl 
groups.23-25

Fig. 3. UV-vis absorption spectra of ligand-exchange products of [Au23(SCy)16–

x(SDn)x]– with n = (a) 1 and (b) 2. The spectra are normalized by the absorbance at 
2.14 eV. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) represent the absorption spectra of D1SH 
and D2SH, respectively.

To gain further structural information during the ligand 
exchange, Au L3-edge XAFS spectra of [Au23(SCy)4.1(SD2)11.9]– 
and [Au23(SCy)16]– were recorded at 10 K and compared. Both 
the X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra and 
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) oscillations of 
[Au23(SCy)4.1(SD2)11.9]– were similar to those of [Au23(SCy)16]– 
(Figs. 4a and 4b). Curve fitting analysis on the Fourier-
transformed (FT)-EXAFS spectrum of [Au23(SCy)4.1(SD2)11.9]– was 
also conducted assuming the Au–S bond and Au–Au bonds with 
different lengths as reported previously.26,27 The coordination 
numbers and bond lengths of [Au23(SCy)4.1(SD2)11.9]– obtained 
by the curve fitting analysis quantitatively agreed with those of 
[Au23(SCy)16]– determined by the SCXRD (Table S2).15 The longer 
(2.941±0.015 Å) and shorter (2.711±0.005 Å) Au–Au bonds were 
mainly distributed on the surface and inside of the Au13 core, 
respectively.15 These results provide evidence that the 
geometric structures of the Au–Au and Au–S frameworks in 
[Au23(SCy)16]– did not change upon the introduction of D2SH, 
which is in sharp contrast to the case of D1SH. It is considered 
that CH–π/π–π interaction between benzyloxy groups in the 
D2S layer compensated for the steric effect of the CyS ligands 
near the Au13 core.
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Lastly, we investigated the effects of the DnS ligands on the 
PL properties of [Au23(SCy)16]–. Fig. S4 shows the PL spectra and 
PL decay profiles of [Au23(SCy)16]– in deaerated toluene. The PL 
QY was estimated to be 0.3% by using a dye standard,28 slightly 
smaller than that previously reported (0.4% in CH2Cl2 
solution).16 The decay curve of the PL intensity I(t) could not be 
fitted by a single component, but by two components16 
expressed as follows: 

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐴1exp( ―
𝑡

𝜏1
) + 𝐴2exp( ―

𝑡
𝜏2

)#

where Ai and τi (i = 1, 2) are pre-exponential factors and 
lifetimes, respectively. The two emissions with lifetimes of 21 
and 89 ns were tentatively assigned to the fluorescence and 
phosphorescence, respectively, since the latter component was 
almost completely quenched after bubbling with O2 (Fig. S4, 
Table S3). Similar PL profiles in the presence and absence of O2 
(Fig. S4a) suggest that the fluorescence and phosphorescence 
spectra exhibited similar profiles.

Here we discuss the effect of D2S on the PL properties of 
[Au23(SCy)16]–. Fig. 5a shows the x-dependent PL spectra of 
[Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]– excited at 2.16 eV in toluene. The 

fluorophore was confirmed to be [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]– based 
on the similarity between the absorption and the excitation 
spectra (Fig. S5). The PL QYs of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]–, estimated 
by using that of [Au23(SCy)16]– as a reference,28 monotonically 
increased from 0.3% at x = 0 to 4.5% at x = 11.9 (Table 1). Fig. 
5b shows the PL decay profiles of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]–. The 
fitting results show that the lifetimes of the fluorescence and 
phosphorescence became longer with the increase in x (Table 
1), due to the suppression of nonradiative decay processes in 
[Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]–. Although there is no direct evidence at 
present, we speculate that the CH–π and/or π–π interactions 
between the phenyl groups in the side chains of the D2S ligands 
may rigidify the Au13 core and suppress the nonradiative decay 
processes. The fitting also indicates that the relative 
fluorescence:phosphorescence ratio changed from 6:4 to 5:5 
with x (Table 1), suggesting that the D2S ligands promote 
intersystem crossing. In contrast, we could not evaluate the 
quantitative effects of D1S on the PL properties since the 
[Au23(SCy)16–x(SD1)x]– samples were contaminated by larger Au 
clusters (Fig. S3). The PL spectra of the [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD1)x]– 
samples with x ≥ 3.8 were obviously broadened compared to 
that of [Au23(SCy)16]– (Figs. S6 and S7) due to the low-energy 
emission from the larger Au clusters. The three-dimensional PL 
spectrum of the sample containing [Au23(SCy)4.3(SD1)11.7]– (Fig. 
S8) clearly shows that the low-energy PL band at 1.2 eV 
originated from the photoexcitation of the larger Au clusters at 
1.5 eV.

To test the applicability of the present approach, we 
introduced D2SH into the well-known [Au25(SEtPh)18]– (PhEtSH 
= 2-phenylethanethiol) by the ligand exchange. The ESI mass 
spectra and optical absorption spectra (Figs. S9 and S10a) 
demonstrate the x value of [Au25(SEtPh)18–x(SD2)x]– reached to 
8.1 at MR = 100 without change in the size and structure. The 
PL intensity of [Au25(SEtPh)9.9(SD2)8.1]– was 2 times higher than 
that of unexchanged [Au25(SEtPh)18]– (Fig. S10b). The results 
suggest that this strategy can be applied to improve the PL QY 
of more emissive thiolate-protected Au clusters such as 
Au22(SG)18 (GS = glutathionate; PL QY = 8%)29 and 
Au24(SCH2PhtBu)20 (PL QY = 2%)30. The PL QY of the Au cluster 
core can be further enhanced by exploiting stronger CH–π and 
π–π interaction between higher generation (n≥3) DnSH or 
hydrogen-bonding interaction between peptide-based 
dendrons.31

In summary, we attempted to introduce dendron thiols 
(DnSH, n = 1, 2) to [Au23(SCy)16]– via the ligand exchange 
approach. Up to 12 D2S ligands replaced the CyS ligands while 
retaining the atomic packing, whereas the introduction of D1S 
ligands partially induced the aggregation into Au41–46 clusters. 
The optical absorbance of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]– in the >2.5 eV 
region was increased as a function of x due to the involvement 
of the phenyl groups in the D2S ligands. The photoluminescence 
quantum yield (PL QY) of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]– was enhanced by 
a factor of 15 from 0.3% at x = 0 to 4.5% at x = 11.9. This 
remarkable enhancement of the PL QY suggests that the D2S 
ligands rigidify the Au13 core of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]– via inter-
ligand CH–π and/or π–π interactions and suppress the 
nonradiative decay processes.
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Fig. 4. Au L3-edge (a) XANES spectra, (b) EXAFS oscillations, and (c) FT-EXAFS 
spectra of [Au23(SCy)4.1(SD2)11.9]– (purple) and [Au23(SCy)16]– (black).

Fig 5. (a) PL spectra and (b) logarithm plots of PL decay of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]– in 
toluene. The spectra in (a) are normalized by the absorbance at the excitation 
energy (2.16 eV). The inset of (b) shows its enlarged view. The solid lines in (b) are 
fitted results.

Table 1. Summary of photophysical properties of [Au23(SCy)16–x(SD2)x]–. 

x PL QY (%) A1/(A1 + A2) (%) τ1 (ns) A2/(A1 + A2) (%) τ2 (ns)
0 0.3 61 2.1 × 101 39 8.9 × 101

3.0 0.4 65 2.1 × 101 35 1.4 × 102

7.7 1.3 67 8.7 × 101 33 6.0 × 102

9.4 1.9 63 1.1 × 102 37 7.7 × 102

10.0 2.8 55 1.4 × 102 45 9.7 × 102

11.9 4.5 50 2.4 × 102 50 1.5 × 103
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